
T R A I N I N G
C O U R S E

Authentic
VOICE and STORYTELLING  as two precious resources that

can support trainers and facilitators  in mastering being  in
front of a group.

 
 

10th -19th October 2022
Bergolo, Italy

 

SHARE THE



About the Project
 

We will explore and experience different
voice techniques and tools to work on voice
awareness, its quality, and expression. We
will discover how our voice functions and

what vocal image we give to others.
 

We will also dive into storytelling: how to
give structure, play with rhythm and silence,
involve the body with presence and gestures,

use stories as a debriefing, or to introduce
topics.

 
With this, we aim at refining the skills of

public speaking, presenting, and performing.
 

But it’s not just about technical aspects... We
will also use these elements as a bridge

towards what inspires our work: connecting
to our Being and our Vision as trainers and

facilitators.
 

How does my voice sound inside
me and outside of me

 
MY VOICE SAYS

SOMETHING
ABOUT WHO I AM

.
 
 

How do I use voice and storytelling to
perform and interact

with a group
 

I CAN OFFER MY VOICE AND
MY STORY TO CONTRIBUTE

 
.

How do I use voice
and storytelling to

perform and interact
with a group

 
THROUGH MY
VOICE, I OPEN
MY STORY TO

OTHERS
 
 
 



what to expect
During the Training Course we will get familiar with using the voice professionally, and, with storytelling
elements, to improve the performance in front of a group

We will experience tools to work on voice awareness, its quality, and expression. We will discover how
our voice functions and what vocal image we give to others.

We will also dive into storytelling: how to give structure, play with rhythm and silence, involve the body,
use stories as a debriefing, or to introduce topics.

We will explore what inspires our work, the authenticity of our Being and our Vision, and gain
confidence in our own voice and stories to share, giving power to messages we want to spread. 



Our approach
We work with experiential learning: learning by doing and

by experiencing.
Through active processes and interaction with others, you
will observe your reactions and discover how you can gain

more options.
By direct experience, you will also acquire tools that are

effective and immediately applicable: this will support you
in implementing the new learnings in daily life.

The experience will be supported by theories, lectures,
embodied activities and moments for common sharing

and reflection.
 
 
 



Participant's Profile

an active facilitator, trainer, volunteer or youth-worker
18+ with advanced knowledge of English
willing to experience yourself through a daily intense programme
highly motivated to put into practice your learnings during the implementation period
resident in Italy, Czech Republic, Greece, the Netherlands, Hungary, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Latvia

You are a right fit for Share the Authentic, if you are:



Timeline

1 0 T H  S E P T E M B E R

Apply by the 10th of September
You will get a confirmation from

our side by the 20th of
September

2 0 T H  S E P T E M B E R  -  
0 9 T H  O C T O B E R

1 0 T H  O C T O B E R

1 1 T H  -  1 8 T H
 O C T O B E R

1 9 T H  O C T O B E R

2 0 T H  O C T O B E R  -  
2 0 T H  F E B R U A R Y

Preparation Phase: our journey
starts already before we meet in

Bergolo all together. You can
start to interact online through a
FB group, and to familiarise with
the topic through some simple

preparation tasks.
 

Arrival day
 

8 days of 
Training Course 

 

Departure
day

 

Implementation and follow up:
After the TC, the journey

continues with applying what
you have learned back in your

own practice. All participants are
asked to create a follow-up

activity and to organise it within
4 months after the training

course.
 



the organizationALTRADIMORA

Altradimora is an open house project and a training center, for those who work for
change in human relationships.

It was founded in 2008 by Monica Lanfranco, a journalist, writer, trainer, and
educator on sexual difference, equality, and conflicts.

It is a place for trainings, events, study meetings, seminars, with the aim of
recovering a spirit of sharing and self-management and looking at important issues

with a feminist and nonviolent perspective.
Since 2009 various topics have been tackled in the residential workshops, including

solidarity economy, the history of women, conflict management, nonviolence, the
relationship between mothers and daughters, sexuality, yoga, vegetarian cuisine,

globalization.
 



the team 

Anna Moro
Anna considers stories a powerful guide towards

activating resources, overcoming resistance,
creating connection. She applies them in her work as
a storyteller, trainer and coach, especially to create

empowerment and conflict transformation. Her
work focuses on discovering strength in

vulnerability, and taking actions out of authentic
freedom.

 
 

Lucie Prisovska
Lu has been involved in the education field all her life – as a

trainer,
facilitator, language, drama and rhetorics teacher. Her

main focus has been personal and professional
development through vocal and theatre techniques. She
considers working with various elements and aspects of

the human voice beneficial for one’s self-awareness,
connection and communication with others. 

 
 

Peter Nicolosi
Peter is a youth leader and facilitator in team building

dynamics . He coordinated numerous youth projects in
the local community , on topics such as theatre ,

environmental care , and self - development Experience
as EVS volunteer and volunteers coordinator in

Sighisoara , Romania . He speaks 4 languages   and
people usually love his sunshine and his captivating

charisma and energy .
 
 



a little village of BergoloTHE VENUE

The training will happen in Bergolo, a calm village of 50 inhabitants located on the hills of Piedmont, Langhe
Monferrato, considered UNESCO world heritage. 

 
We will have at our disposal a wide outdoor -but covered- theatre for the activities, and we will be accommodated in

L'Alveare hostel (meaning "The Hive "). The hostel comprises a dining area; bedrooms with 2 - 4 beds; bathrooms
shared by 2-4 people; a kitchen for groups and a large terrace overlooking the hills. Three meals per day and coffee

breaks will be provided during the program in the accommodation.
 

As a group, we will be responsible for the caring and cleaning of the spaces that we will be using in order to keep a
functional and harmonious environment. It is an educational choice: we believe that it is relevant to learn to take care

of our own needs as a group.
 

You will receive details on how to get to Bergolo in the confirmation letter. For now, if you want to have an idea about
the travel, you can check airplanes to Milano (Malpensa or Bergamo), or travel by train or bus to Milano, Torino or

Alessandria. From these venues, we will provide a bus to reach the accommodation. 
 



Italy 20€
Netherlands, Czech Republic, Hungary, Bulgaria, Latvia, Slovakia, Greece 245€ (or 200 €)

Participation fee:
The training is co-funded through the Erasmus+ programme,. As a form of commitment and contribution we are
asking to each participant a participation fee of 50-75€, according to your possibilities, that you can pay at your
arrival. 

Travel reimbursement:
The exact money that you spend to travel to the venue will be entirely reimbursed after the training, provided that it is
within the limits set by Erasmus+, and that you can provide us with the tickets for what you spent. 

Travel cost limits:

The maximum shown is net, 75€ per person has already been subtracted for the BUS COST which will pick up everyone from the airports
and stations

We are motivated to come together with the least possible impact on our planet. With the National Agency, we
committed to green travels: travelling by train or bus whenever possible, or sharing a car with more participants from
the same country. In this case, more money is available, and you can take two travelling days instead of one, covering
also a night in a hostel. 
If it is really impossible and you need to take a plane, the reimbursement limit is 200€.

 

CONTRIBUTIONS  &
REIMBURSEMENT



 Coming together during Covid
times

 We will be following the national and international Covid regulations that are
valid on the period the project is happening. 

If covid tests are required to enter/exit the country, we can cover the costs.
 
 



Partners 

Italy - Associazione Altradimora - peternicolosi88@gmail.com 
Italy - Associazione Vagamondo - info@vagamondo.info 
Netherlands - Olde Vechte Stichting -onelinebelow@gmail.com 
Czech Republic - Vice Versa - lucie.prisovska@gmail.com 
Hungary - Egyesek Ifjusagi Egyesulet - kissgergo@egyesek.hu
Bulgaria - Smokinya Foundation - info@smokinya.com 
Latvia - Biedriba Piedzivojuma Gars - international@piedzivojumagars.lv 
Slovakia - Edu Era - nikolatrebulova@eduera.sk
Greece - Creative YouthLand - creativeyouthland@gmail.com 
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https://bit.ly/3ATic79

Apply here:
I N T E R E S T E D ?  J O I N  U S  B Y  F I L L I N G

I N  T H E  A P P L I C A T I O N  F O R M

A P P L Y  B Y  T H E  1 0 T H  S E P T E M B E R
2 0 2 2


